
Spelling and meaning list for assessment: 

location relief decimal murmur anxious 

firmly lantern necklace adventure hemisphere 

narrow miserable compare robbed vapour 

complex climate circus excitement struggle 

plumber prism clown shepherd apostrophe 

hexagonal difference culture miracle encouraged 

cylinder memory custom wickedness territory 

summarize agriculture droplet dynasty minority 

connect discovery foundation cluster movement 

ethnic disappointment probably navigator perform 
 

Word Meaning 
location a place or position; situation  
firmly strongly 
narrow not broad or wide 
complex made up of many interconnected parts; not simple or easy 
plumber a person who fixes and repairs piping and appliances in connection with the 

water supply and drainage systems. 
hexagonal a shape with 6 sides 
cylinder a 3-D shape with flat round base and top and a curved side 
summarize to write in short using the main ideas without details 
connect to join together 
ethnic relating to a cultural, racial, religious, or linguistic traditions of a people 

or country 
relief the differences in elevation and slope between the higher and lower parts 

of the land surface of a given area. 
lantern a light with a transparent or translucent protective case 
miserable terribly unhappy 
climate the long-term weather conditions of an area, determined by  

the relief, rainfall, temperature, humidity, position relative to oceans or 

continents, etc 
prism a 3-D shape with flat base and top and straight lateral sides 
difference the state of being different 
memory the mental ability of remembering, recalling or recognizing previous 

experiences 
agriculture the production of crops, livestock and poultry 
discovery to see, learn of, find, or find out, to know something new;  

to gain sight or knowledge of (something not known before) 
disappointment a feeling of being let down 



decimal pertaining to tenths or to the number 10 ; 
a fraction that has a denominator of a power of ten 

necklace a piece of jewelery (made of a chain, band, or cord, with beads, pearls, 

jewels, etc,) worn around the neck as an ornament 
compare to examine to find the similarities and differences ( between 2 or more 

things/ideas/people/places, etc) 
circus a circular arena surrounded by tiers of seats, in which public 

entertainments are held 
clown a comic performer, as in a circus, who wears an outlandish costume and 

makeup 
culture the behaviors and beliefs characteristic of a particular social, ethnic, or 

age group 
custom a habitual practice;  a group pattern of habitual activity usually 

transmitted from one generation to another 
droplet a little drop 
foundation the base on which something stands 
probably maybe 
murmur To speak in a low voice 
adventure an exciting or very unusual experience 
robbed to steal from 
excitement the state of being excited / interested / animated 
shepherd a person who herds, tends, and guards sheep 
miracle any amazing or wonderful event; an event that can’t be explained or is 

difficult to believe. 
wickedness the quality or state of being wicked / bad / harmful 
dynasty a sequence of rulers from the same family or group 
cluster a number of things of the same kind, growing or held together; a bunch 
navigator a person who directs or manages a ship, aircraft,etc on its path 
anxious greatly worried and fearful 
hemisphere a half of a sphere 
vapour particles of moisture or other substance suspended in air and visible as 

clouds, smoke, etc 
struggle to battle, or fight 
apostrophe the punctuation mark ' used to indicate the omission of a letter (eg. he's, 

they've, etc) and also used in English to form the possessive ('s) 
encouraged to inspire or promote and give courage 
territory the land and waters belonging to a country 
minority a much smaller part of a population 
movement the act or way of moving 
perform to act on stage 
 


